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How do a consumer’s prior beliefs about a celebrity endorser impact the endorser’s effectiveness? We propose that attributions are a

key mechanism for endorser effectiveness. In this study, we show that likeability serves both as a heuristic cue for unmotivated

consumers, and as a product argument for motivated consumers. When endorsers are unpaid, likeability is a simple source cue that

results in stronger correspondent inferences. But when paid, endorsers only realize stronger inferences when a motivated consumer

perceives the celebrity is likeable. This weighs heavily into endorsement effectiveness because attributions correlate with attitudes

toward the advertisement and brand.
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Like ‘Em or Leave ‘Em: Prior Beliefs and Correspondent Inferences 
Spark Endorser Effectiveness

Sommer Kapitan, University of Texas at San Antonio, USA
David H. Silvera, University of Texas at San Antonio, USA

Maria L. Cronley, Miami Univeristy, USA

Does a celebrity endorser’s reputation precede him or her into the endorsement context? Since the advancement of source attractiveness 
and credibility models (McGuire 1969, Miller 1970), the literature has questioned whether the use of a famous face in advertising buys lasting 
attention and access to consumers. Existing models indicate that a match-up between endorser and product features is necessary (Kahle and 
Homer 1985), and that advertisers must weigh meanings the endorser brings to the product (McCracken 1989). Yet if reputation and image 
factor into the endorsement context, how do consumers’ prior beliefs about an endorser impact endorser effectiveness?

We suggest that, depending on personal inclinations to engage with a message, prior beliefs about an endorser become a processing filter 
for messages. What happens when consumers are triggered to think carefully about product endorsers? The default tendency is for observers 
to make correspondent inferences (Gilbert and Malone 1995) that endorsers promote products because they like, value, and actually use the 
product. We propose that attributions are a key mechanism for endorser effectiveness, and that they can lead to source effectiveness via shal-
low or deep processing. Mehta (1994) argues that advertising responses to celebrities are only found in shallow processing encounters. Her 
study finds that consumers viewing celebrity-endorsed commercials generate thoughts about the source that cannibalize thoughts about the 
product or brand, yet still lead to positive evaluations (Mehta 1994). Kang and Herr (2006), however, argue that source information is also 
encoded as product arguments. We suggest that endorser characteristics always impact persuasion, but that the influence of the endorser is 
either direct—via simple reliance on source characteristics and shallow processing—or indirect, as a result of deep processing and a prefer-
ential search for information that supports consumers’ prior beliefs about the celebrity.

Under shallow processing, research suggests that correspondence bias should occur. This is positive for celebrity endorsers, since a 
default correspondent inference is that celebrities promote products because they truly believe in the products. Yet this finding has only been 
demonstrated with positive or neutral endorsers (i.e., Cronley, Kardes, Goddard and Houghton 1999). For disliked endorsers, consistent with 
existing research on source effects, the endorser takes on the role of a product argument. In this way, prior beliefs about a celebrity endorser 
spur properly motivated consumers to engage more deeply with the message. We expect resulting inferences about the endorser to turn on 
the valence of those prior beliefs. 

Our goal was to understand how endorser likeability cues processing when consumers face environmental stimuli and are motivated to 
engage with promotional messaging. We hypothesize that non-motivated consumers will process likeability as a heuristic, but that motivated 
individuals will use prior beliefs about an endorser as a deep processing cue when situational information is made salient. 127 participants 
viewed one of two advertisements for sunglasses. The advertisements were identical aside from featuring two different celebrity endorsers. 
The endorsers were closely matched on demographic characteristics and pre-tested as high (rapper and actor Will Smith) and low likeabil-
ity (rapper Kanye West). Similar to previous research, (Cronley et al. 1999; Silvera and Austad 2004), we also provided information about 
whether the endorser was paid or not for his endorsement. After viewing the ad and receiving payment information, participants completed 
measures of correspondent inferences about the endorser’s true liking for the product and their attitudes toward the product, the advertise-
ment, and the endorser, then completed the Need for Cognitive Closure scale (NFCC; Webster and Kruglanski 1994) to capture their motiva-
tion to engage with the advertising message. The final design was thus 2 (likeability: liked vs. disliked) x 2 (fee: paid vs. unpaid) x 2 (NFCC; 
high or low). Confirming our pre-test results, Will Smith was viewed as significantly more likeable than Kanye West, indicating that the 
likeability manipulation was successful. 

A 3-way (likeability x fee x NFCC) ANOVA predicting correspondent inferences indicated significant main effects such that both unpaid 
and likeable endorsers produced stronger correspondent inferences, in addition to a marginally significant 3-way interaction between pay, 
likeability, and NFCC (F(1,126) = 3.20, p < .08). To further explore this interaction, 2-way (NFCC x likeability) ANOVAs were conducted 
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separately for paid and unpaid endorsers. In the unpaid condition, results indicated a simple source effect—stronger correspondent inferences 
were made about the likeable than the unlikeable endorser (F(1,55)=4.33, p<.05), with no main effect or interactions with NFCC (F’s<1). 
In the paid condition, a similar main effect for likeability was observed (F(1,64)=7.25, p<.01), but this main effect was qualified by a like-
ability by NFCC interaction (F(1,64) =10.03, p<.005). Further breaking down this interaction indicated that likeability had no impact on cor-
respondent inferences for high NFCC participants (F<1), but that likeability increased correspondent inferences for low NFCC participants 
(F(1,33)=19.44, p<.001). 

These results suggest that two distinct evaluation processes operate depending on information about payment of the endorser. When 
participants received salient payment information, they appear to have engaged in simple source-based processing—they trusted the like-
able endorser more, and this was not moderated by their motivation to process information carefully (i.e., NFCC). When participants were 
told that the endorser was unpaid, their reasoning process appears to be more complex—unmotivated (high NFCC) participants showed no 
source effects, but highly motivated (low NFCC) participants showed the strongest source effects of any group. This suggests that low NFCC 
participants engaged in a deeper processing in which they accessed their pre-existing attitudes toward the endorser and used them to guide 
processing of ad-related information.

Why do we care about correspondent inference processes? In the present study, correspondent inferences were significantly correlated 
with attitudes toward both the advertisement (r(127) = .41, p < .001) and the product (r(127) = .45, p < .001). The role of prior beliefs, when 
cued by environmental information such as an endorser’s salary, thus can have an important impact on evaluations of both promotion and 
product. In short, reputation impacts endorsed advertising via both heuristic and systematic thought processing. 
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What You Smell Affects What You Like 
How Incidental Scents Can Affect Product Preference By Eliciting Emotion
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The sense of smell is commonly overlooked amid the five senses, but recently the human nose has been getting popular press on its 
unexpected emotional power and connection with memories.  How might this power be harnessed in the marketplace?  We propose that 
the scent-evoked emotions and memories affect consumers’ choices, making a particular subset of products and services more attractive in 
subsequent decisions.

Scents associated with emotional experiences can evoke the same emotion by its mere presence.  Past research has shown that the scent 
of eugenol, associated with dental procedures, induces fear for those who fear the dentist (Robin et al., 1998).  It is interesting that the scent 
alone, independent of other dentist-related cues, is sufficient to elicit a strong negative emotion, but only for those with painful associated 
memories.  Beyond eliciting associations, smell has the power to reactivate the original emotional experience.  

Several reasons have been suggested for this connection between scent and emotion.  First, the two areas of the brain that respond to and 
evaluate odors, the amygdala and the orbitofrontal cortex, are also closely connected to processing of emotion in the brain (Hamman, 2003).  
The olfactory system’s close synaptic distance connects easily and quickly with emotional context, requiring little cognitive mediation (Bone 
and Ellen, 1999).  Emotions and scents can thus be encoded without conscious effort.  Additionally, scents generally have less interference 
than do other stimuli (Herz, 2004), due, in part, to the immense number of differentiated smells.  With over 10,000 scents, a unique scent may 
be encountered and encoded with a distinct emotional experience.  

Past research on ambient scent suggests that congruency, or correspondence among store elements, increases evaluations (Mitchell et al., 
1995, Spangenberg et al., 2005).  However, prior work has focused on the semantic match, rather than the match between consumers’ specific 


